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Italy is a country with lots of history …
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The European Environment Agency (EEA) has documented 
a progressive increase in natural disasters:

today, 38% of the victims in Europe are Italian.

Since the post-war period, 213 billion euros have been 
spent chasing emergencies in Italian territory.



2019

We have world famous heritage sites …



… and a beautiful countryside.

2022



Among the countries of the European Commission,
Italy ranks first

in terms of the amount of economic damage caused 
by disasters.

The expected annual damage due to floods in Italy 
amounts to approximately 800 million euros.

Climate change will make the situation worse.



From the Ancient Romans we have inherited over 
2300 years old know how about building roads …



… and smart public transport infrastructures.



Somehow, somewhere, something 
is going terribly wrong.

Maybe we are not so smart, after all.



If we were really smart, we’d try to learn from 
those who are knowledgeable and have a long 

tradition of experimenting technologies.



Someone already does it …



… with some success.



To better our performance in making our territories more resilient 
and adaptable to changes, we should learn from beavers who are true 
masters in the field of sustainable streamwater control interventions.

They know that it is far better to work with, not against.



Beavers drag logs through streams and ponds, creating complex textures 
in the land surface. The water pressure behind dams causes micro-scale 
erosion, generating channels and ridges of different depths. All that 
mixing of materials and variability in environmental conditions creates 
niches for various animals and plants to get established, which enhances 
biodiversity and makes the system resilient to seasonal or climatic shifts.



The following is a project that builds on the lessons learnt from beavers: 
Presidential Estate of Casteporziano. Project by Mattia Proietti Tocca.

Workshop of the PhD Course in Landscape & Environment, Università La Sapienza, 
Rome 2019.

The design principle is to interact with the evolutionary dynamics of the 
freshwater and saltwater systems, increasing the infiltration of surface water, in 

order to contrast the saltwater intrusion in the backshore area of the Estate.



Water

Overground, subsurface

naturalization of the Palocco canal

naturalization of the Confine canal

Phyto-purification parks
lamination parks

freshwater infiltration lines



PHYTO-PURIFICATION PARKS - LAMINATION PARKS



FRESHWATER INFILTRATION LINES



So much about BOLD learning (and beautiful projects).

Now we are waiting for some BOLD ruling from our politicians.
Or else we’ll continue chasing emergencies.


